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Mihai Nicodim Gallery is pleased to present ‘DESPICABLE ME 2’, the first US solo exhibition of British artist Ed
Fornieles.
Fornieles utilizes the Internet and social media as platforms through which to perform contemporary aesthetics
and their variable currencies. Trapped within the iteration of cultural feedback loops, the artist’s subject matter
presents a cipher through which the theatre of the popular is funneled and expelled into a mitigated version of
reality.
With a plastic sculptural framework close to online platforms like Facebook, Fornieles postures his work on a
rigorously democratized point-of-view, both abating the stereotypes of ‘new media’ whilst welcoming some of
its pigeonholes as coups. To Fornieles there’s no displeasure in accepting a neutral role, each new body of
work presents a distinctive moral stance dictated by the subject matter instead of the artist. Using this
approach, a new set of parameters are formed through which the role of the artist as intermediary provides its
own contemporary encryption.
In his new show, Fornieles adopts a reality TV format to generate a new body of work following Britney Rivers
as she navigates her way online: making friends, gaining likes and becoming the star of her own online reality.
As the star of the show, Britney sets the tone and provides a guiding logic to the work, creating a feedback loop
which informs the material, humor and sentiment. Britney in a sense is an allusive ‘third person’, the sculptures
themselves inherently allowing Fornieles to act as both voyeur and participant. Rivers provides a visual
lexicon whose influences, tastes and opinions are assumed by Fornieles to create a new orthodoxy.

The artist’s installation within the gallery functions like a set wherein objecthood and value-systems are in flux.
Deflecting the art-historicized tradition of a remnant performance set functioning as sculpture, Fornieles’s
objects inhabit a performative function in themselves; they are nodes pointing back to a rich and complex
network of references, images and lived experiences.
Fornieles reciprocates an interest in the abject and ignominious culture of Los Angeles harbingers Paul
McCarthy, Jim Shaw and Mike Kelly. However Fornieles abates the classicism and institutional critique of his
predecessors in favor of something more passively consumptive.

FOLLOW/FRIEND BRITNEY:
@britriversxoxo
https://www.facebook.com/britney.rivers.33?fref=ts
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